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Fully charged is a research project designed to see if electric car charging facilities can be 

introduced into the county in a cost effective and beneficial way. 

Previously the often-heard mantra was that you had to install RAPID chargers as people only 

wanted very short stops.   However RAPID chargers (typically 50 kW) have a few issues: 

They are expensive at about £30k each 

They require a large grid connection 50 kW which is not always possible in Monmouthshire  

They need to charge a large fee, which discouraged people  

Motorway service station Rapid chargers have reliability issues and a car that has run at 

speed for an hour or more and has a hot battery can only be trickle charged not rapid.    

    

The “Fully charged” project is about finding alternative ways to provide electric car charging 

facilities that people can use at reasonable price, availability and high reliability.  

It was decided to experiment with slow chargers that can be installed on just about any 

building and at much lower cost (£1,000)   than the (£30,000) RAPID chargers cost  

It was decided to install on venues where people would typically stay for a few hours or 

overnight.   The venues have a mix of customer offerings (honey jars, hotel beds, garden 

plants) and price points.  

It was decided to install on number of different venue types spread thorough out the county   

the chargers are loaded up to ZAP map the main EV car charging resource map. 

The scheme went live in December 2017 when installation of the chargers was complete  

The venues are a mixture of hotels, B&B’s, holiday homes, garden centres, business parks, 

community halls and shops.   

Venues were asked to include mention in their advertising, social media and booking 

system, although some venues simply said we will switch it on if someone asks to use it.  

There is a small number of chargers with incomplete data as the charger is rarely switched   



Chart from the most used charger at the Priory Hotel Caerleon 

 
The project is half way through the one-year trial and interesting findings are emerging. 

1. Not surprisingly venues that promoted the charger on their website and in their 

booking, system benefited most in an increase in sales 
 

2. The hotels and holiday homes that have multiple beds and longer than overnight 

stays have had a significant increase in number of bookings   
 

3. Two of the hotels have regular guests (several days a week) as the hotel is often the 

only car charge point for miles and there are no other practical alternatives 
 

4.  Business parks and some hotels have staff using them on a regular basis   
 

5. About 25% of bookings are coming via ZAP-map     
 

From the 20 venues   the total power delivered to vehicles is 3,944 kWh approximately   

16, 000 miles for a Nissan leaf the most popular electric car saving 3.2 tonnes of CO2 

There were 254 charge events in the 6 months to end of June 

 111 of them short periods probably whilst people in the shop or in the restaurant and 

 143 longer periods mostly overnight stays in hotels   

  

 


